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Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society does not charge fees for publishing an article (Article 
processing charges – APC), nor any other fees to authors. 
 
Copyrights of Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society 
 
Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society is an Open Access journal. Users are allowed to read, 
download, copy, redistribute, print, search and link to material, and alter, transform, or build upon the 
material, or use them for any other lawful purpose as long as they attribute the source in an 
appropriate manner according to the CC BY licence. 
 

 
 
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. 
 
Authors that publish in Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society retain unrestricted copyright to their 
work and publishing rights. Work is licensed under the CC BY licence which allows articles to be re-
used and re-distributed without restriction, as long as the original work is correctly cited. 
 
Journal topics 
 
Vascular plants, mosses, lichens, algae, vegetation, habitats, plant taxonomy, systematics of plants, 
nomenclature of plants, ecology of plants, applied botany  
 
Objectives and scope 
 
Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society is the scientific and professional journal of the Croatian 
Botanical Society (HBoD). 
 
Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society publishes 
 
A/ contributions in accordance with acceptable topics of the journal in the form of: 
 

1. Original scientific paper 
2. Short scientific communication 
3. Professional communication (new localities, nomenclature changes of the flora check-list, 

taxonomic changes of the flora check-list, revised identification keys, reviews, comments, 
other professional contributions etc.) 

4. Short professional communication (new localities, nomenclature changes of the flora check-
list, taxonomic changes of the flora check-list, revised identification keys, reviews, comments, 
other professional contributions etc.) 

5. Review paper 
 
B/ contributions to the bibliography on flora and vegetation of Croatia 
 
C/ news and other information related to the work of the Croatian Botanical Society as well as the 
broader botanical and biological community, and related professions and disciplines. 
 
Disclaimer 
 
The Editorial Team considers manuscripts for publication only if: 
 
1. it is original scientific paper of one or more authors in which their own or someone else’s previously 
published papers or papers that are in the publishing process do not duplicate 
2. the manuscript for the publication procedure is submitted only to the Journal of the Croatian 
Botanical Society, and the process of publication in another journal has not been initiated at the same 
time 
3. the manuscript does not contain abusive, libellous, defamatory, obscene, false or illegal content 
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Croatian Botanical Society and the Editorial Team will do everything necessary in order to ensure the 
accuracy of all published information. However, opinions and views published on the pages of the 
Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society are opinions and views of the authors and not of the 
Croatian Botanical Society. The accuracy of the contents must be separately evaluated in the primary 
sources of information. Croatian Botanical Society is not responsible for any losses, activities, claims, 
actions, demands, costs, fees or any other obligations that arise or may arise directly or indirectly from 
the use of published content. 
History 
 
On the regular annual meeting of the Croatian Botanical Society, held in Zagreb on December 21, 
2012 it was decided to launch a new botanical journal – Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society. 
 
Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society is conceived as a journal intended for publishing scientific 
and professional articles about the biology of plants (including algae), in Croatian or English language, 
for domestic and foreign botanical community. Geographically it is primarily focused on the territory of 
the Republic of Croatia and adjacent areas (although not necessarily). 
 
The need for the publication of the Journal of the Croatian Botanical Society stems from changes that 
occur in the professional and scientific scene in Croatia and the world, which particularly intensely 
began over last decades. It becomes increasingly difficult to publish professional and scientific 
contributions on the flora of Croatia in international magazines or magazines with pretensions to 
international publishing scene. Valuable knowledge of the national flora, especially contributions of 
botanists outside the system of science and higher education, therefore remains largely unpublished 
and inaccessible to the public.  
 
On the other hand, the demand for data on the Croatian flora, vegetation, habitats, etc., is growing, as 
well as the demand for diverse scientific results in the field of phylogeny, floristics, biogeography and 
taxonomy of Croatian flora. Numerous professional and scientific data are needed for monitoring 
purposes in the environment, the implementation of protection programs, biodiversity assessment, risk 
of extinction assessment, planning and implementation of sustainable development with regard to 
biodiversity, monitoring of invasive species, knowledge on useful plants, for the monitoring of the 
phenomenon of endemism, impacts of biotic factors on flora and other related knowledge.  
 
The intention of the Journal is to fill the void that was created between the growing demand and the 
difficulty of appropriate publishing of professional and scientific data about the flora. The intention is to 
ensure quick and easy publishing of smaller or larger, professional and scientific contributions in the 
Journal, with the dynamics adapted to the real needs of botanical community and related fields in an 
easily accessible electronic form. Croatian Botanical Society, as a professional association, ensures 
the technical and scientific quality and reliability of data.  
 
Furthermore, the Journal serves as a means of dispersion of relevant information of the widest range 
to botanical and wider community in a way that has not yet been available. Such data and information 
include e. g. nomenclatural and taxonomic changes of the Check-list of Croatian flora, results of field 
observations on areas on which no data exist or those data are sparse or old, new findings of rare or 
threatened species, contributions to the bibliography of Croatian flora, as well as extensive 
professional and scientific contributions. The Journal would be a place for information and news from 
regular activities of the Croatian Botanical Society, information about new papers and publications, 
support for the implementation of symposia, workshops and conferences, popular-professional 
lectures, etc. 
 
 
About Croatian Botanical Society 
 
Croatian Botanical Society (HBoD) was founded in Zagrebu, on November 18, 2002. For the 
membership in the Croatian Botanical Society contact Secretariat or look for more information on the 
website www.hbod.hr.  
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